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as
Bruno de Finetti thought of his celebrated Representation
Theorem
6. . . essentially
the fruit of a thorough examination
of the subject mat?
with the aim of rooting
manner,
ter, carried out in an unprejudiced
. . .'
out nonsense
of
his
This
(Preface
(1974) Theory of Probability).
statement could also be understood more generally as de Finetti's de?
statistical
inference and decision-making.
How?
scription of Bayesian
than the
ever, nothing seems to be more distant from that description
of statistical models
consideration
The
having arbitrary parameters.
arbitrariness
lies in the presupposed
existence of the parameters,
with?
out any invariance judgment - like exchangeability
about the observ?
able data generating
them. This attitude, which
is shared by some
as well,
is seen by Diaconis
Bayesians
(1988) in part as a consequence
of the modern
of
and
fast curve-fitting
software and
availability
large
hardware. The frequentist
of
and
its
concept
probability
resulting ver?
sion of statistical
cause for
inference may be seen as a fundamental
the idea of fixed but unknown probabilities
arbitrary parametrization:
which somehow "exist" leads to assumptions
of "existing" parameters.
It seems that another important meaning
of de Finetti's Representation
can include parameters
is a description
Theorem
of how a subjectivist
in a model. De Finetti repeatedly pointed out the unreasonableness
of
and "arbitrary" parametric models.
considering
objective probabilities
- is
The elimination
of such arbitrariness
and possibly of parameters
a basic component
of de Finetti's
reductionist
program. The attitude
of restricting
the consideration
of parameters
to invariance judgments
- more
is called predictivism.
The term is used by Piccinato
(1986) who
- defines as
the point of view where
radically
"completely
predictive"
are
events
observable
to inference.
relative
considered
only strictly
a
Cifarelli
and Regazzini
also
call
or "non
it
(1982)
"predictivistic"
contrast
the
latter
in
to
the
classical
hypothetical"
approach
point of
view where statistical inference
is seen as a process of using data in an
which generates
them.
attempt to specify the "probability mechanism"
Cifarelli and Regazzini
adhere to the completely
predictivistic
approach
to statistical
inference:
de Finetti,
statistical
inference be
following
Erkenntnis
?

38: 343-350,
Academic

1993 Kluwer

1993.
Publishers.

Printed

in the Netherlands.
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comes essentially
the coherent methodology
of making pre visions, con?
like sufficiency are
ditional on data. In particular,
concepts
parametric
and to a certain extent qualitative)
in terms of (subjective
redefined
the predictivistic
of data, exclusively.
Under
point of view,
properties
- once the arbitrariness
is
removed
and
is properly
models
parametric
- still remain as
for
tools
statistical
inference.
auxiliary
interpreted
the "extravagant
theorems can make
thing" (di Bacco,
Representation
a
a
valid operational
"an
about
of
1983)
having
opinion
probability"
a
is
non-mathematical
The
choice
clearly
question. A suc?
procedure.
is
behavior
of practical
cessful example
given by Dawid
predictivist
of
model
of
variance. The
who
obtains
the
Bayesian
analysis
(1977)
considerations
is induced by exchangeability
only, but
parametrization
a
In
is
later
observations
of
the
paper, Dawid
arbitrary.
normality
uses
models
unanimous
models
conditional
"intersubjective"
(1982)
on a "sufficient"
invariant opinions held
statistic for a set of predictive
- to describe the
and functional
parametrization
by a group of Bayesians
form of such opinions. The ingenious idea of capturing the "objectivity"
of unanimity
of parameters
through a description
(or of propensities)
de
Finetti
of opinions was somehow presented
by
(1951, 1952) when he
an
not
initial
that
admitting
opinion" are problems
suggested
"problems
a "coincidence
exists among all persons dealing
of opinions"
where
with the problem. As in de Finetti
(1951), "nonsubjective"
problems
a
should be seen, instead, as "multisubjective"
problems
presenting
of opinions. He suggested that such an interpretation would
coincidence
and frequentist
resolve the antithesis between Bayesian
types of prob?
was a rather
this
In the light of de Finetti
lems in statistics!
(1937),
De
Finetti later
of
the
notion
of
view
about
moderate
probability.
point
like his
in
several
clear his uncompromising
made
writings,
approach
a
all
condemned
he
where
in
book
and, explicitly,
(1969) paper
(1974)
or
as
such
of
logical, physical
meanings
non-subjective
probability,
these as non-objectivistic
He acknowledged
by
probability.
use
but nevertheless
the
"middle-of-the-road
their
approach",
calling
are meaningful.
them
only "truly" subjective probabilities
rejected
a
to
and
restored
Dawid
subjective
pure
uncompromising
(1982, 1979)
as an
of opinions
way de Finetti's
(1951, 1952) idea of coincidence
a
of
of
group
subjective
having
Bayesians
"objectivity":
expression
about observable
and possibly distinct opinions
agree on a
quantities
conditional
unanimous
opinion when given the value of a
probability
- which Dawid
calls an intersubjective parameter,
statistic
"sufficient"
support
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while

unanimous model
are maximal
parameters
on the sample
space
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transformations
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is an intersubjective model. The
invariants under the group of
the invariance
that expresses

common
in the group. Exchangeability
to all opinions
characteristics
case
as
invariance
under permutations
the
of
only.
appears
particular
as a mixture
is
then
The (individual)
opinion
represented
predictive
An example
("likelihood").
(by a "prior") of the intersubjective models
case shows how intuitive the representation
is:
in a low-dimensional
an
a
have
coherent
call
neo-Bayesian
"you"
person)
Suppose you (we
a
opinion about the random quantities X and Y which is described by
Y
X
on
that
and
is
the
Your
plane.
opinion
density
joint probability
are not only exchangeable,
is in?
but you also think that the density
that
is
then
clear
the
It
around
variant under rotations
your
origin.
from
about their distance
about X and Y is your opinion
opinion
a
same
The
in
circle.
for points
the origin, without
any preference
a
like
invariant under rotations
is maximal
parameter
intersubjective
+
is the
model
Y2 and the intersubjective
the squared distance X2
circle. Your opinion
is a mixture
uniform density on the appropriate
for the
of conditional
uniform densities weighted
by a prior density
is naturally
induced exclusively
by your
squared distance. A parameter
for
original opinion about the observable X and Y. The representation
is determined
and by taking the limit of
the one-dimensional
marginals
the mixture
of conditionally
the general finite representation
indepen?
dent normally distributed
quantities with mean zero and common vari?
=
ance is obtained.
For example,
by letting 6 X2 + Y2, the following
of Xis
for the density/(x)
easily obtained:
marginal
representation

/(*)=

? ir-1[e-xT1/2P(e)de,

Jx

6 = X2 + Y2 and
is the prior density for the "parameter"
where p(6)
is the "likelihood"
the other factor of the integrand
f(x\ 6). (Dawid
above for general
(1982) and Mendel
(1989) have the representation
It should be noticed that in the finite sequence case
higher dimensions).
a product of conditionally
the likelihood
is not necessarily
independent
quantities.
In the case where an infinite sequence of random quantities
is con?
an
the representation
is less immediate.
For
sidered,
exchangeable
de Finetti's
form is obtained.
If an additional
process,
representation
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as a sequence of
states that it behaves
judgment about a 0-1 process
to the
the prior necessarily
in a P?lya urn scheme,
indicators
belongs
there are not many choices: Hill et al. (1987)
beta family. (Actually,
urn process can only be P?lya, Bernoulli
proved that an exchangeable
or deterministic).
a "principle
of
the sample space into sets where
By partitioning
the orbits of the groups
indifference"
(1989) obtains
applies, Mendel
used by Dawid. Mendel
of
of transformations
points out the possibility
as
a
to
in
order
obtain
the
the
de
mixture
Finetti-type
prior
inverting
function of predictive opinions. He sees the likelihood as an "operator"
into the set of predictive
distribu?
the set of prior probabilities
mapping
is then the posterior distribution.
tions. The inverse operator
It means
that
All this is conceptually
very important for predictivists.
the
about
observable
is
when
the predictive
quantities
sharp
opinion
of parametric models
and both
it is represented
by a mixture
enough,
forms determined.
and the prior have their functional
to
and
the form of the
hard
think
only once; parameters
("You have
in
will
be
then
likelihood and prior
ready"). However,
practice we tend
a
our
in
"hierarchical"
to express
way: by starting
predictive
opinions
Advanc?
with an exchangeability
judgment, we obtain a representation.
through stronger invari?
ing one step further, we obtain the likelihood
ance judgments. Finally,
is the prior
the opinion about the "parameter"
the likelihood

the representation.
and completes
The results of Dawid, Mendel
(and of course of de Finetti) are very
a
level.
at
They remove the former "metaphys?
philosophical
positive
and in some situations may even deter?
ical" character of parameters
form of priors and likelihood models.
functional
mine
the coherent
of invariant predictive
The practical elicitation
opinions may not be,
easier
however,
families obtained

than elicitation
inversion

of priors
of mixture

and models.

And

the prior
may not be

by
representations
the arbitrary parametric
these practical difficulties,
Despite
- seems to be
- even when
loosing ground to the
Bayesian
approach
to have
it
is
In
the
former,
possible
conceptually
approach.
predictivist
a coherent prior and a coherent model
for the data, while the combi?
In a sense, predicti
nation does not cohere with the predictive opinion.
some
as
like exponen?
more
models
classical
insofar
is
also
vism
general
as
are
than
obtained
tial families
rejected)
helpful consequences
(rather
conjugate.

of predictive
judgments.
There
is another very

important

contribution

from

the predictivistic
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the
point of view: it removes the asymmetry usually perceived between
as
function"
and
the
For
the
"likelihood"
concepts.
"prior
predictivist,
both are equally valued components
of a representation
that describes
the common anti-Bayesian
his predictive
criti?
opinion. This weakens
cism against the "choice of a prior" in two ways:
in the first place, by
the special subjectivity a prior function would hold; and also
removing
clear that the choice of a "model"
by making
by non
(performed
an
even
act
is
and
similar,
Bayesians
constantly)
completely
insepa?
rable, from the choice of a "prior". As an example, we now obtain the
from its predictive
parametric Poisson model
description.
X = (Xu X2,...)
process
to a probability measure
according
for every n ^ 1 and s ^ 0,
A

DEFINITION:
. .}x
{0,1,.
when

P

on
values
taking
is called Poissonian

n
=
P\X\

X\, X2

\X1X2

?

. .

x2,

>
Xn

=

xn

\i = l

.XnJ

2j Xi

=

,

/

= 1 when
the indicator function:
is true,
(Here /( ) denotes
/( )
= 0
/( )
otherwise).
The above characterization
is totally predictive:
the intersubjective
and the inter subjective multinomial
2?= tX? is observable
parameter
model
is completely
determined.
The condition
is obviously
stronger
than exchangeability
and describes how a subjectivist understands
(or
should understand)
the Poisson model.
The parametric
representation
of the process X follows from the
FACT: A process X is Poissonian
if and only if there exists a distribution
function F satisfying F (0-) = 0 and such that for every n ^ 1
?
P(Xi

=

Proof:
m

>

n,

Xi, X2

[Xllx2\

Suppose

?

x2,

. . .
xn\]'1

. . . ,
Xn

?
xn)

? e-"A\2'-i*'
Jo

that X is Poissonian.

Then

dF(\)
for every n ^

1 and every
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?
P(X\

X\, X2

=(

y
. .xj

\x1x2.

where

y

=

?

=

y
. . .x?

X\X2

Xn)

=
(n/m)y(l nlm)j-y,
)n~yI7=0P(Sm j) (j
)
\yI
=

Xi, X2

?

. . . ,
Xn

X2,

= 2
2"=i x? and Sm
P(X\

WECHSLER

iX?.
. .

x2,.

By
,Xn

letting m-1/

=

A, we obtain

=
xn)

)n~y ? (mX) (n/m)y(l n/m)m?-ydFm(X)

functions Fm having jumps of
for the sequence of discrete distribution
value P(Sm = j) at the points m~xj.
to a limit
which converges
The sequence Fm admits a subsequence
such a limit is a proper distribution
function
theorem;
F, by Helly's
version
of
the
law
of
since by de Finetti's
m_1 Sm
numbers,
(1937)
large
1.
limit
with
the
Therefore,
converges
by taking
subjective probability
as m ?> oo and recalling
to
the (uniform
in A) Poisson
approximation
we obtain
the binomial distribution,
?
P(X\

=

Xi, X2

. . ,
Xn

x2,.

y

=(

. .

\x1x2

.xj

=
xn)

e-\n\)ydF(\).
)n-y[y\]-1i
Jo

to a Poissonian
Therefore,
every probability measure
corresponding
a
seen
to
mixture
of
of
be
is
sequences
process
conditionally
indepen?
We
omit the easy proof of the converse
dent Poisson
probabilities.
statement.

thinks a sequence of size iV is Poissonian
If the subjectivist
(but not
to an infinite Poissonian
his
representa?
one),
"parametric"
tion, for every 1 ^ n < N, is given by

extendible

=
P(X\

=

X\, X2

(\xix2.

=

y
. .xj

x2,

. . . ,
Xn

=
xn)

= j
) n~y2y=oP(SN j) (\y) ) (n/N)y(l n/N)J-y.

statistical model
shows how a classical
The example
- as a
of invariance
rather than imposed
consequence
a predictive
A
stronger
exchangeability)
(than
opinion.

is obtained

-

judgments
condition

of
of
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is needed. This situation is quite general: as de Finet?
"multinomiality"
an existence
ti's representation
is essentially
result, its use does not
a
for
the
functional
form
"likelihood".
The well-known
provide
Bernoulli
likelihood
in the {0,1} situation is an exception
caused by the
structure
of
the
The
of
characterization
very simple
sample space.
functional forms for likelihood functions has been established
several
by
authors.

Diaconis

and Freedman

(1981) call it partial exchangeability
in the exponential
families. They
predictivistic
descriptions
as also done by Dynkin
also explore
the connection
with sufficiency
It seems
(1978), Spizzichino
(1978) and Dawid
(1982) among others.
was
to us that the idea of predictive
in
de
contained
Finetti's
sufficiency
- a
as measures
of unanimity
pure
(1951, 1952) concept of parameters
notion of objectivity. The mathematics
of such strengthen?
subjectivistic
has been made extremely
ings of de Finetti's
representation
general by
a
more
In
authors like Barlow
and
Dynkin
(1978).
applied direction,
and obtain

Spizzichino

(1992) obtain

representations

of survival

functions

through

Schur-concavity.

to de Finetti's
This approach
theorem has the philosophical
motiva?
tion held by subjectivists
in the direction of a correct use and under?
At
the same time, it emphasizes
the basic
standing of parameters.
as
of
to arbitrary use of models.
importance
modelling,
opposed
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